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Contains Vol. 6-10 of Attack on Titan in an extra-large size, on premium-quality paper!Also includes

an exclusive look at Isayama's design work, and an eight-page color crossover with the

superheroes of Marvel's Avengers!FACING A NEW TERROR After helping the Garrison to victory,

retaking Trost District from the Titans, Eren awakens in a prison cell. He may be a hero to the

common people, but among the leaders of humanity, fear of Erenâ€™s mysterious powers threatens

his continued survival. Itâ€™s only the insistence of the tenacious and pragmatic Erwin Smith,

leader of the Survey Corps, that wins Eren a chance: Prove himself outside the Walls, and bring the

evidence from his family home back from Titan territory, and the rest of the military will let him live.

But soon after the Corps passes through the gate, a new and terrible threat appears â€” one that

Erwin may know more about than heâ€™s letting on.
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I won't waste time talking about the plot or writing or anything here, since this is essentially a

compilation volume. The large format of the book definitely works in the series's favor, especially

because there's a lot of full-page illustrations and two-page spreads. Reading it on paper of such

large dimensions really does feel like a whole new experience.Also, this may just be because I

pre-ordered it, but it was CRAZY cheap. Like, thirty bucks, as opposed to the fifty or so that the first

Colossal Edition ran me. In other words, you're getting five volumes for the price of three on higher

quality, larger paper, which makes the book thinner than five volumes smooshed together, so it

takes up less horizontal space on a bookshelf. What's not to love?



A must have for your manga collection but I'm very disappointed that they don't have any of the

pages in color. It would have been nice to at least get the smaller manga covers blown up so you

get some beautiful art in color as well. I'm fairly certain that the first volume of the colossal edition

had color in the first few pages, but I still love seeing this beautiful piece on my shelf.

If you're a fan of attack on titan this is a must have. This thing is huge it's taller than my algebra

college book and the paper is better quality than most of my college textbooks. Definitely worth the

price of admission

If you like traditional hardcopy books, this is THE way to read AoT (Crunchyroll.com is great for

digital readers, though!). Very sturdy, fantastic quality. Plus, there's so much packed in here, so you

can binge read to your heart's delight. About a third of the way through, this 2nd edition picks up

where the show left off. You could basically start from there, since the show is a very faithful

adaptation (down to the dialogue itself), but it's such a quick read, why skip any? I can't wait to get

the third edition on my bookshelves.

I love this book because like other reviews have said it looks fabulous on your shelf. If you're a

collector you won't regret purchasing this book. The list price is a little high, but if you can get it for

$25-$30 I would say you can buy with confidence. If you have seen the anime you will not see too

much in the story that you do not already know, which could be a con for some people considering

purchasing this book. It seems the next colossal edition will have the story that will take up the bulk

of the first half of season two (whenever that comes out).This book is the same height as the first

colossal edition. It reads right to left in traditional Japanese fashion. There are no color pages. The

paper is fine quality glossy-white. The cover is a durable card stock. Hope this review helps.

Exceptionally designed omnibus edition and brilliant continuation of the manga series. This

oversized deluxe collector's edition omnibus gathers together volumes 6 to 10 of "Attack on Titan"

with many extra supplementary illustration pieces throughout including the original covers to each

volume at the back. The book is soundly bound, lays flat and is printed on quality paper and with

five books for the one price you are getting a price deal. I won't go into what happens volume by

volume but this is the most intense and creepy-freaky manga I've ever read. Reading it at night

makes me keep the hall light on! These volumes centre on the female titan whom they've



discovered is a human (like Eren) who can go Titan and has been living as a spy amongst them.

She's trying to kidnap Eren, causes a lot of death and destruction. Another abnormal Titan is found

called "Beast" because he has hair all over him like an animal. He talks and is big and very scary.

We learn some really disturbing stuff about the Titans and the ministers of the Wall Religion. So

much more knowledge has been known than has been given to the people. The troops are trying to

get to the bottom of the truth, in the meantime the world is becoming creepier and creepier. An

absolute much read for anyone who calls themselves a manga fan!

Excellent, ir you are a big fan of attack on titan you'll love this colossal edition. It is as big as book of

school o college, so yeah you'll love to read manga like that

I love the series so much. Has to be my top 5 of anime favorites. It's really intense and I couldn't put

it down cause I had to know more of what's going on.
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